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productively about the critique of space enabled by Dress Suits to Hire: Kate Davy and Vivian Patraka, for example, are both interested in the ways in which the play deconstructs patriarchal space, the space of the Law (Davy 159) , or what Geraldine Harris astutely calls 'the "space of representation"' (214).
While I could not agree more with these readings, I feel that Dress Suits scholarship is still missing a full account of how space works in the play as space, as the material dimension of its critique of sexual relations. I am interested in how Dress Suits manipulates both architecture (that 'cramped' dress shop) and geography (the space of the city itself, as well as those iconic landscapes through which Michigan and Deeluxe journey) in order to explore how contemporary America physically and imaginatively compartmentalizes hetero-and homosexuality, cutting bodies and experiences off from one another and creating fear, shame, and dispossession along the way. As I will argue, the material dimensions of space and place are essential both to Dress Suits's sexual politics and to its performance of lesbian possibility. Award-winning Dress Suits at Austin's Off Center, they brought with them a far more productive spatial perspective. As Sue Ellen Case noted in a talk she delivered at UT Austin that spring, Split Britches's performance work has always re-made hostile territory. Plays like Upwardly Mobile Home and Lesbians Who Kill are set in places we might call marginal or 'in between', staging-grounds for transition. These places are economically and culturally liminal, maintaining an ambivalent relationship to capital as well as to queer and other non-normative subjects. As such, however, they also offer those subjects an opportunity to constitute themselves in critical dialogue withrather than in preconceived relationship to -both center and margin, producing new, local identities and transforming 'not only sexuality rights, but, more fundamentally, sexualities' in the process Suits pulled apart the seductive fantasy that had lodged itself in my imagination: the fantasy of the queer city perilously garrisoned away from a largely ex-urban, sexually conservative, angry 'rest' of the nation (Munt 119) .
It interrogated the ways in which we collectively produce nation-space at the imagined crossroads of town and country, 'deviant' sex and 'conservative' economics, taking a critical look at the power and the limits of geomythologyof how persistent and pervasive spatial fantasies help to shape, for better and often for worse, the world we inhabit together (Fuchs 44 body is also the body that doubles, queerly, as landscape, returning us to the possibility that the spatial framing of sexual identity in contemporary America may be far more malleable than it at first appears.
[A] In and out of the commodity landscape
The constellation of our metropolitan era could not be drawn without images of ruin.
[…] Now that the millennial moment is past, the alarm is superceded by the hype of new mass media where metropolitan sexuality assumes a trendy queer face. (Chisholm 254) The line between queer town and straight country -between the confining dress shop and the worlds it allows Michigan and Deeluxe to remember, invent, invade, and perform -is the primary spatial division that (47), and yet appears at the same time to capitulate to this fetishism, arguing that access to pleasure despite the price makes city living worthwhile, if not inevitable, for queer subjects. sisters' she 'looked out, and there were no more stars. The sky was full of teeth.
[…] We were already in the wolf's mouth, and it was closing in around us' (DS 117). Recognizing that the American landscape is nothing if not overdetermined with popular, literary, and filmic mythology, Dress Suits sets out to stake its claim on landscape by restaging the very narratives that have come to define it.
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The dress shop itself is the primary site of this restaging. Michigan and Deeluxe, on the other hand, deliberately and comically refuse to perform on-trend even as they insist relentlessly upon their right to enjoy sexual acts, in private and in public, no matter how old or unfashionable their bodies.
If the unspoken motto of the new queer economy is 'buy gay, but don't be (too)
gay', Michigan and Deeluxe refuse to sell anything to anybody. They occupy the shop the way one might do during a demonstration, refusing to leave but also refusing to allow its accumulated capital to circulate. And, if Dress Suits to
Hire offers a snapshot of genuine lesbian dispossession in a specific place (New York's lower east side) at a specific moment in time (1987) , it thus also offers the enduring possibility of menacing the very economy that feeds on such dispossession, more voraciously now than ever.
[A] The closet and the double: myth, body, and the rest of the nation She puts the cunt back in country, Pulls the rug out from under me.
(Michigan, DS 140)
As a geography of resistance, the Dress Suits dress shop both maps and unmakes the landscape of queer urbanity. But the dress shop is not just a landmark on the road to a more complexly-located queer subject; it is also (in 246 theory, anyway) a conglomeration of walls, windows, a door that never opens, stuff. It is built space. At its most literal, the shop is architecture, a box that Rising to the Off Center crowd, Shaw arched her own back seductively, slowly
propping herself up as she opened a giant fan and broke into a husky 'Amato Mio', deliberately, obviously, playing the butch channeling the spectacle of her über-femme double, Rita Hayworth Schneider 178) . In this moment, both the doubled butch-femme body (Case, 'Aesthetic') and the doubled subject of performance appeared, transforming the as-yet unremarkable dress shop into a boudoir that was also a closet that was also a stage.
In their original, early modern connotation, closets were small, private rooms that enabled an emerging interior selfhood, personal invention . But the closet did not work the same way for all subjects: women, for example, lived in the border zone 'between the inner locked door of the [man's] study and the outer locked door of the house' (348), simultaneously trapped, scrutinized, and permitted a (very limited) level of domestic and cultural power.
For Eve Sedgwick, a similar paradox organizes the queer closet: it conceals only in order surreptitiously to expose the secret against which contemporary (hetero)normative subjects define their own imagined sexual interiority (69-72).
The queer closet dangles the false promise of limitlessness, territories yet to be inhabited, like the queer star on TV who superficially symbolizes freedom and equality for the legions of others s/he simultaneously conceals and reveals. In this closet, architecture and geography work, viciously, in tandem to keep gays and lesbians dreaming out, but looking in.
The The trip is less a journey than a 'ritual'; it requires dressing up. Deeluxe, clad in a skin-tight, strapless, blue sequined gown and heels, removes her earrings, picks up a toothpick, and puts on a cowboy hat. Michigan pulls a pair of pink cowboy boots and a hula-hoop from one of the clothing racks and 'Ohio' is the grotesque white trash landscape of urban mythology; it gives Shaw's sophisticated urban theatre audience a glimpse into Bert and Helen's closet. And that is 'Ohio': it carries, from the start, queer connotations.
As in 'California', here the landscape is branded, this time more forcefully, troublingly, onto a lesbian body. 'That's why I never take all my clothes off all at the same time', she tells us, 'so you can never see the Ohio in me' (141). 'Ohio' is the stain of homosexuality, and the shame of place Deeluxe evokes is the shame of the glass closet. In Ohio's wood-frame farmhouses everybody can hear Bert and Helen's gross sex: the house is Ohio is loud, embarrassing fornication. But 'Ohio' is also rural shame, staged against the supposedly more obvious shame of being gay. The monologue trades in and sends up what Laura Crawford identifies as the core urban myth about rural homosexuality: that rural queers should all feel nothing but sexual shame, and once they get to the safety of the big city they should feel nothing but shame for the place from which they've come. Deeluxe offers an alternative to this homely shame: queers can put on a show about it. Reading orientation through location, Deeluxe uses 'Ohio' to play with our assumptions about the lines between 'our' urban sophistication and Bert and Helen's trashy rural 'deviance', between gay sex and straight sex, and between our culture's 253 paradoxical correlation of queer identity with both urban sophistication and rural sexual shame, with both closet and landscape.
In 'Ohio' and 'California', Michigan and Deeluxe journey to the heartland in order to play with its precarious stereotypes about sexuality and space, but instead of naïve bumpkins clashing with urbane sophisticates we get queer collisions and doublings, political re-appropriations of landscape and reinhabitations of built space. Michigan and Deeluxe produce both the forgotten, 'other' queer metropolis and the feared/loathed 'rest' of the nation from within their walls, demanding that we recognize both 'in here' and 'out there' as mythic spaces generated through the workings of discourse and performance, through the frightful tales we show and tell one another about where we might
safely travel and what spaces must, of necessity, be out of bounds. Of course, I
do not wish to imply that all American landscapes are safe for all queer subjects; sadly, we're not there yet. Nevertheless, it is fitting, I think, that Dress Suits's final journey takes Michigan both back to her namesake state and back in time, to a moment when lesbian desire marked the land in the shape of '[t]he woman who was an animal. . Of course the story she tells us is a myth -but it's a myth in service of a new history, a queer history of heartland America. We may never, perhaps, be able to extract the 'real' land from its mythic counterpart, but two myths will always be better than one.
Notes
